SCHOOL OF
SERVANTHOOD
PREPARING PEOPLE FOR LASTING, FRUITFUL, CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

reachtni.org/ministries/internships
IG: @rtnicolumbus

FROM CURRENT &
FORMER INTERNS
"Everyone truly made time for people - not just programs - and not only
that, I felt amazed at how they also made time for me!
I loved the idea of doing ministry in a close-knit community of
incredible people living together. I spent almost a year living in the
Fisherman’s House, and my time was filled with many things from
preparing and leading Bible studies, hanging out with kids, going to
incredible trainings." - Rachel

"Living in the ministry house showed me how just one conversation,
one act of kindness, one prayer, one word of encouragement, and
even one hug can transform a life" - Courtney

"I started off as a tutor, then spiraled into the goodness that is
working with inner-city youth, getting more involved in the lives of
the students and their families. I wanted to live in the Promise House
because I wanted to build relationships with my community as a
neighbor, not just a volunteer. I wanted to live out the Gospel in
relationships." - Kevin

"I look back over the past 3 years and am truly grateful that Emily
came to talk to my campus Bible study about volunteering with RTNI.
I began as a tutor for 2 years, then Summer 2021, I became a program
lead for Summer Fun Camp. As I developed my own relationships
with the kids here, I could not imagine leaving. I wanted to deepen
my involvement, which led me to becoming an intern and moving
into the ministry house" - Aliya

"I grew up in an environment that emphasized that living out the
Gospel wasn't necessarily preaching it from the pulpit or Sunday
school, but it was living in hard places with poeple. I have a huge
desire to live out my faith in a community that really needs the
Gospel to be preached. Building new relationships in Trevitt is really
exciting for me." - Andrew

LIVE IN COMMUNITY
SERVE YOUR COMMUNITY
GROW IN CHRIST
We invite you to live in one of our Jesus Houses! Be a part of wholistic, life-on-life
discipleship , live where you serve, and be transformed by Jesus as you proximate yourself to
the those who are at the Center of the Gospel.
The Fisherman's House is the Ladies House in Milo-Grogan. Fourteen interns have lived
and served there since it's founding in 2014. Just four doors from the the Starr House, interns
enjoy building on the relationships that have been important to the RTNI family in MiloGrogan since 2007.
The Promise House is our Guy's house, founded in the Trevitt neighborhood in 2020! It's
recently remodeled, and the three interns who have lived there are getting to know the
community and multiplying ministry as our dream of expanding to new communities is
beginning to happen.

In Your House:
Connect with
housemates who
share your vision

Connect with housemates who share the same vision of
serving your community and growing in Christ together
Share the downstairs, hosting people and programs
Help create an excellent, hospitable space for ministry
Commit to staying a minimum of six months
Pay $340 Monthly, which includes housing, utilities and wifi

In Your Community:
Serve six hours per week with RTNI
Lead discipleship programs for children and youth
Join in with neighborhood events and activities
Live intentionally
Know your neighbors and be known by them

Are you ready for
Life-on-Life
Disciplship?

Next Steps:
Apply at reachtni.org/ministries/internships
Contact Emily Starr with questions or to get a tour of our Jesus Houses 614.584.8937,
estarr@reachtni.org

